BLM Man Who Filmed Ashli
Babbitt
Inside
Capitol
Organized Leftist Protest
Near the Building Before It
Was Stormed

John Sullivan, described as a Black Lives Matter leader, is
the founder of InsurgenceUSA.com, and he was arrested in July
on accusations of rioting, making a threat of violence, and
criminal mischief due to his part in a protest that resulted
in the shooting of a motorist. Sullivan garnered attention for
his video showing Ashli Babbitt dying inside the Capitol,
leading critics to ask why he was present at a pro-Trump
demonstration, and why he was inside the Capitol. Journalist
Millie Weaver found a electronic flyer from InsurgenceUSA
promoting a meeting on January 6th in Washington DC to “Dump
Trump for Good.” Sullivan tweeted, under the pseudonym Jayden
X, that Trump supporters were targeting BLM supporters’ buses
and were trying get pictures and addresses of where the
leftist group would be staying on the 6th. -GEG
Flyer for John Sullivan’s InsurgenceUSA rally to thwart Trump
rally
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John Sullivan calling to rip Trump out of his office in August
2020:

John Sullivan, videographer and founder of “a group for racial
justice and police reform,” posted a video on YouTube on Jan.
7 that shows him entering the Capitol building
in Washington with a group of Trump supporters and possibly
others on the previous day. He’s heard on video encouraging
others and convincing Capitol police to let the trespassers
through at several impasses. The video also reveals further
details about the situation that led to the death of Ashley
Babbitt, an Air Force veteran shot inside the building by
Capitol Police.
Sullivan is known for taking part in protests and riots
connected with the Black Lives Matter movement, which was
founded by Marxist organizers.
In July, he was arrested in Utah for alleged rioting, making a
threat of violence, and criminal mischief due to his part in a
protest that resulted in the shooting of a motorist.
“As a protest organizer, John Sullivan is heard talking about
seeing the shooting, looking at the gun, and seeing smoke
coming from it. John did not condemn the attempted murder nor
attempt to stop it nor aide in its investigation by police,”
the police affidavit said, Desert News reported.
“An armed revolution is the only way to bring about change
effectively,” he said in a Dec. 28 tweet.
On Jan. 2, Sullivan wrote in a tweet: “[Expletive] The System
– Time To Burn It All Down.
#blm #antifa #burn
#[expletive]thesystem #abolishcapitalism #abolishthepolice
#acab #[expletive]trump.”
Read full article here…
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